


earlnewton
Note
Much of the staging of this script changed from the original written version, as we shot this very guerilla-style.  Although it was more challenging in some ways, it also let us move from location to location with ease, and let us get the beautiful imagery we did.That is really the story of this film: constant adjustment to the existing problems.  Much of the notes here will recognize the changes made from the original draft to adapt to the shooting conditions.

earlnewton
Note
In Braunbeck's original story, Joanna is a man named Joel.  We cast a young man to play the role, but the night before the shoot, his car broke down 80 miles from the set, and he had to withdraw.  He would be the first of three to have to back out before the shoot began.With less than twelve hours before the first day of production, I recast the entire episode and rewrote Joanna as a woman.  Surprisingly, the role worked even better, thanks in no small part to the powerful performance by Laura Sebastian.

earlnewton
Note
What you're reading is really the first draft of the script.  The entire thing was written in four days, and then modified significantly in the shooting and editing.  This is one of the positive factors in producing your own work: changes on the set can really be considered a second draft, as you begin to see what works and what doesn't in the script.



earlnewton
Note
Originally there were three references to "one of those faces" in the script.  We cut all but one of them (Joanna in the alley) because it felt a little too kitschy.



earlnewton
Note
The dynamic of this scene was designed as a slow burn: a disquieting revelation of what was happening around Joanna.However, due to an emergency, Listen wasn't able to make it the day we shot this scene, so I originally restaged it as a disembodied voice, keeping the television as the primary method of communication.After watching the cut, however, it was clear that the TV didn't work onscreen.  There was no conflict.  After a brainstorming session with Gary Braunbeck, I restaged it as a scene between her and photographs that Listen brings to life.  It brought back the creepiness and the vague threat, and made for a satisfyingly original scene.

earlnewton
Note
In the original short story, Listen shows that the nephew will die, and then corrects it immediately, as a sign of good faith.  To help preserve the drama, and give a sense of momentum, I proposed to Gary that we delay the nephew's rescue till the end, and make it depend on Joanna's choice, because "those are the rules."  Beyond the structural and dramatic advantages, I like this idea because it makes sense: it keeps pesky angels from changing things all over Creation, by limiting them only to returning favors to mortals who help them first.





earlnewton
Note
The primary challenge of doing this story is in taking almost 30 pages of narrative and condensing it into 15 pages of script.  That meant a lot of backstory needed to get out quickly.The idea that Listen is actively holding back the forces of Fate - "holding things in stasis" - made for the perfect structure.  Instead of backstory being a plot problem, it became Listen's own problem, and that gave it the breath of truth, and let the audience ride along.



earlnewton
Note
Another "second draft" note: on the day, we added a minor confrontation between Joanna and Listen, where she asks him to come out with it and tell her what's going on.If the audience was getting restless with the backstory, this tiny exchange helped to remind them what was at stake.

earlnewton
Note
On the day, we decided a simple look from Listen would be far more powerful than any clever line he could say.  Joanna's pause made the meaning was clear, and the shared look was all that was needed to convey that mutual understanding.



earlnewton
Note
This scene was not originally in the short story, but I added it because I felt it was necessary to really see Joanna in action: to see she really makes a difference, and that this "helping" comes naturally to her at this point.  This scene and the one that follows are designed to show the audience just how impactful Joanna has been, and what stands to be lost if she gives up her gift.  I wanted to make that decision more difficult than just "yes, save my nephew."







earlnewton
Note
This was a very tricky decision.  The film is not a clear-cut decision between "good" and "bad."  By giving up her gift now, Joanna helps move the world toward a better place, but it means sacrificing a lot of people along the way.A little risky to try and fit into 15 minutes, but Gary's story was a complex psychological tale, and I wanted to try to preserve as much of that as possible.





earlnewton
Note
I love this moment, because it clearly shows Joanna out of her element.  She's never had to do this before - people have always come up to her on their own.  The fact that she seeks them out, even when it's not easy, is testament to her as a person.




